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A NEW … 

… ADVENTURE 
 
 

FUN ADVENTURE offers you the possibility to discover the beauty of the lagoons 

riding your own SEAKART.  

No more hesitation! With family or friends, FUN ADVENTURE Mauritius will take you to 

a new level of entertainment in a complete safety.  

We are located in Black-River in a magnificent environment. 

The all ride will be escorted by our Security boat, which is equipped by a remote kill 

switch and a communication system with each Sea kart. 

The instructor will give all the information about the itinerary and the speed during 

the excursion. 

 
 

 

 
 



A NEW … 

… SENSATION 
 

Here are our different packages: 
 

HALF-DAY BASIS (morning / afternoon) 
 

9: 00 Am / 1:30 Pm: You will be welcomed with a coffee or refreshments. 

 

9:30 Am / 2:00 Pm: Briefing with a qualified monitor concerning the organization, the security rules 

and the piloting. 

 

10:00 Am / 2:30 Pm: Along with the monitor, you will reach the beach near the base where the 

seakarts will be waiting for you with a monitor's help. He will help you to take place in your 

seakart. Here you are leaving for a splendid hiking in the direction of the lagoon of Benitiers 

Island, le Morne and also the famous coast of Flic en Flac. 

The excursion will be composed of different steps : cruising speed for discovery, accelerations for 

fun, and swimming breaks. 

 

12:00 Pm / 4:30 Pm: Returning from the ride. You can extend your pleasure around our swimming 

Pool or in the garden near the River. 

 
For the morning ride, a continental breakfast at the arrival is included in the price. 

For the afternoon ride, a snack after the riding is included in the price. 

 

 

 
 

 



 

FULL-DAY BASIS 

 
10.00 Am: You will be welcomed with a coffee or refreshments. 

 

10.30 Am: Briefing with a qualified monitor concerning the organization, the security rules and the 

piloting. 

 

 

11.00 Am: Along with the monitor, you will reach the beach near the base where the sea karts will 

be waiting for you with a monitor's help. He will help you to take place in your sea kart. Here you 

are leaving for a splendid hiking in the direction of the lagoon of Benitiers Island, le Morne and 

also the famous coast of Flic en Flac. The excursion will be composed of different steps: cruising 

speed for discovery, accelerations for fun, and swimming breaks. 

We will stop on the famous Benitiers Island. You will enjoy a delicious BBQ : the lunch menu 

consists of fresh fish, grilled chicken, lobsters, rice, salads and a dessert, with some local live music. 

 

16.00 Pm: Returning from the ride. You can extend your pleasure around our swimming Pool or in the 

garden near the River.       
                                                              N.B: 

changing rooms, lockers and showers are also available.       
 
 

 
 

 

 



 

 

1h activity (only on Monday afternoon and Saturday morning): 
 

Monday Afternoon: 

 

1:30pm / 3:30pm: You will be welcomed with a coffee or refreshments. 

Briefing with a qualified monitor concerning the organization, the security rules and the piloting. 

 

2:15pm / 4:15pm: Along with the monitor, you will reach the beach near the base where the 

seakarts will be waiting for you with a monitor's help. He will help you to take place in your 

seakart. Here you are leaving for a splendid hiking in the direction of the lagoon of Benitiers 

Island. 

 

3:15pm / 5:15pm: Returning from the ride. You can extend your pleasure around our swimming 

Pool or in the garden near the River.   

 

Saturday Morning: 

 

9:00am / 11:00am: You will be welcomed with a coffee or refreshments. 

Briefing with a qualified monitor concerning the organization, the security rules and the piloting. 

 

9:45am / 11:45am: Along with the monitor, you will reach the beach near the base where the 

seakarts will be waiting for you with a monitor's help. He will help you to take place in your 

seakart. Here you are leaving for a splendid hiking in the direction of the lagoon of Benitiers 

Island. 

 

10:45am / 12:45pm: Returning from the ride. You can extend your pleasure around our swimming 

Pool or in the garden near the River.   

 

 
      
     
 



 

Features of the SEAKART: 

 
Length 2m80 - Large 2m 

Very stable and safe 

Turbine propeller = No danger. 

2 adults + 1 child ( minimum 8 years ) 

Easy to drive: accelerator on the steering wheel. 

Telescopic ladder: easy to get back on board after swimming. 

Age required to drive: 16 years old. 

 

 
 


